1. APOLO

Sala Apolo is one of the oldest dance halls in Europe and a national and international reference music venue. Its origin dates back to the beginning of the 20th century and its transformation has always been linked to the transformation of Barcelona, building an important part of the DNA of the city and its people.

www.sala-apolo.com
@sala_apolo
Carrer Nou de la Rambla, 113
8004 Barcelona

2. RAZZMATAZZ

Founded in 2000, the history of music in Barcelona is synonymous with the name Razzmatazz. Located in a unique building linked to the industrial landscape of the city. Major and lesser known artists and bands have all played at Razzmatazz, since its club sessions can accommodate groups of any kind, small outfits included, but all with a common denominator: their quality.

www.salarazzmatazz.com
@razzmatazzclubs
Carrer dels Almogàvers, 122
08018 Barcelona
3. OPIUM

Opium Barcelona is placed on an incomparable location with views to the Mediterranean sea and the Barceloneta beach. Opium has turned into the most cosmopolitan leisure’s proposal of the city, merges the benefits of a very select restaurant, cocktail bar and lounge, with a club where best international DJ’s and artists have left a mark on.

www.opiumbarcelona.com
@opiumbarcelona
Passeig Marítim de la Barceloneta, 34
08003 Barcelona

4. SUTTON

Located in the center of Barcelona, Sutton Barcelona has become since its opening in 2001, the most exclusive nightclub in the city. Sutton Barcelona is a nightclub frequented by famous people from around the world. After more than a decade at the top of Barcelona’s nightlife, Sutton Barcelona maintains its leadership renovating itself year by year, with the desire to continue counting with our frequent customers and receive new clientele ready to enjoy the best nightlife of Barcelona.

www.suttonbarcelona.com
@suttonbarcelona
Carrer de Tuset, 13
08006 Barcelona
5. BLING BLING

Located in the upper side of Barcelona, it is the most exclusive club in the city, both for the loyal local clientele and for tourists looking for the best atmosphere to go out. You'll find a chic and sophisticated nightclub, whose decoration perfectly reflects the bling bling concept.

www.opiumbarcelona.com
@opiumbarcelona
Passeig Marítim de la Barceloneta, 34
08003 Barcelona

6. PACHA

Pacha Barcelona is located in a privileged and unique site, at the first line right next to the beach. Open every day of the week, bets on a different musical style every day of the week to bring the best national and international Deejays and Artists from the current music scene to the city. However, Pacha Barcelona is not all about nightlife and party. We own a high quality restaurant in our terrace in front of the sea with a gastronomic bet based on the Mediterranean cuisine freshness and with the Oriental's cuisine scents and passion.

www.pachabarcelona.es
Ramón Trias Fargas, 2
08005 Barcelona
7. INPUT

INPUT is the gateway to a creative space, where art, music and performances mix together in a spontaneous and natural way, offering a wide variety of transformation possibilities in both visual and sound setups to achieve the best interaction and feelings with the crowd.

www.inputbcn.com
@inputdanceclub
Av. Francesc Ferrer i Guàrdia, 13
08038 Barcelona

8. OTTO ZUTZ

The Otto Zutz Club was inaugurated in June 1985, creating a new revolutionary concept in the field of nightlife in the city of Barcelona. Occupying an old textile factory on Lincoln Street 15, recreated the typical New York industrial environment. It was an authentic factory of fun and glamor in the middle of the city.

www.ottozutz.com
@ottozutzclub
Carrer de Lincoln, 15,08006 Barcelona
9. CITY HALL

City Hall is located at top of La Rambla Catalunya right in the centre of Barcelona. The club has maintained the theatre decor of plush velvet curtains and spotlights accompanying their dazzling projected visuals and a fantastic sound system. City Hall is aimed at the audience of fashionable locals and international clubbers who are looking for the best techno place in Barcelona.

www.cityhallbarcelona.com
@cityhall_barcelona
Rambla de Catalunya 2, 4
08007 Barcelona

10. JAMBOREE

Jamboree Barcelona is synonym of the best jazz, blues, and hip hop in town. The club is located in the Plaza Real of Barcelona, in the Gothic Quarter. This dance club targets a diverse audience and is focused on those who love alternative music.

www.jamboreejazz.com
@clubjamboree
Plaça Reial, 17
08002 Barcelona
11. MOOG
Moog is now one of the most successful electronic music clubs in Spain and attracts many fans of this cutting-edge genre from all around Europe. However, Moog's reputation as a quality night club fills its dance floor with a mixed crowd practically every weekend and most weekdays, a crowd who are not necessarily techno experts but do appreciate a club that plays quality dance music.

www.masimas.com
@moog_barcelona
Carrer de l'Arc del Teatre, 3
08002 Barcelona

12. SIDECAR
Sidecar is the underground rock temple in downtown Barcelona. Next to “Las Ramblas”, you can enjoy almost any style at Sidecar: Live music many nights with top international and local acts; cocktails and selectors at the bar; and dancing until sunrise in the club downstairs.

www.sidecar.es
@sidecarbcn
Plaça Reial, 7
08002 Barcelona
13. UPLOAD

Underground music club, concert venue and an independent music hub in Barcelona. Equipped with a Funktion-Onequadraphonic sound system, it has been awarded as the best club / party in Barcelona for Time Out magazine in 2019.

Psychedelia, Afrobeat, Techno, Punk, Garage, Rock, Trap ... are some of the musical styles that could be listened during the week.

www.sala-upload.com
@upload_barcelona
Av. Francesc Ferrer i Guàrdia, 13
08038 Barcelona

14. LA MACARENA

La Macarena is one of the most prestigious music clubs in Barcelona. It is located next to Las Ramblas in the heart of the city. It is characterized by its powerful sound, careful design, the quality of the artists it welcomes and its warm and cosmopolitan atmosphere. His daily DJ schedule includes the best of local "labels", renowned international artists and new talents. It is the ideal place to take the pulse of the city scene.

www.macarenaclub.com
@macarenaclubbarcelona
Carrer Nou de Sant Francesc 5
08002 Barcelona
CLUBS

15. SAFARI 🏳️‍🌈

Underground music club, concert venue and an independent music hub in Barcelona. Equipped with a Funktion-One quadraphonic sound system, it has been awarded as the best club / party in Barcelona for Time Out magazine in 2019.

Psychedelia, Afrobeat, Techno, Punk, Garage, Rock, Trap ... are some of the musical styles that could be listened during the week.

www.safaridiscoclub.com
@safariclubbarcelona
Carrer de Tarragona 141
08014 Barcelona

16. HYDE CLUB

Fun nightclub located in the city center. It is the place of reference for the best afterworks of the night with a select and adult audience. Hyde Barcelona is very trendy venue with a super-fashionable crowd. It has kind of sophisticated atmosphere with a touch of New York City due to its modern and cosmopolitan decor.

www.hypebcn.com
@hyde_club
Passatge de Domingo 3
08007 Barcelona
1. BESTIAL

Restaurant facing the sea with a fantastic terrace.
Located on the waterfront at Front Marítim Barcelona, beneath Frank O. Gehry’s Fish. Fantastic garden terrace on the beach with various levels overlooking the Mediterranean. Lunches, dinners and appetizers in a relaxing atmosphere. Mediterranean cuisine.

www.grupotragaluz.com
@bestialbeachclubbarcelona
Carrer de Ramon Trias Fargas 2-4
08005 Barcelona

2. NUBA

NUBA is an international cuisine restaurant located in an impressive masia renovated in a contemporary style. It is the meeting point for the most selected crowd in Barcelona. It offer various spaces with several private dining rooms and a large garden terrace. The menu includes delicious specialties. After dinner in Nuba you can continue the evening enjoying the great selection of premium drinks and cocktails.

www.nubabcn.com
@nubabcn
Carrer del Dr. Fleming 12
08017 Barcelona
3. CDLC

A unique space in the heart of Barcelona. Distributed on two floors, it is conceived as a winding landscape composed of several islands. Both the cocktail bars and the bars of our show cooking, remember to old barges where the bartenders and sushi masters, create a synergy with the customers. The islands in the shape of a bowl allow, by their amplitude, that in their interior several tables are placed, being able to be modified according to the amount of diners by which the group is formed.

www.cdlcbarcelona.com
@cdlcbarcelona
Passeig Marítim de la Barceloneta 32
08003 Barcelona

4. GATSBY

Gatsby Barcelona offers the perfect environment to enjoy a glamorous and unique night while you dine and enjoy a live show. Music, dance and song-mingle on stage while dinner lasts. The dining experience is both avant-garde and cosmopolitan. Our chefs have created a mouth-watering menu, fusing contemporary cuisine with Spanish classics.

www.gatsbybarcelona.com
@gatsbybarcelona
Carrer de Tuset, 19
08006 Barcelona
5. BLUE SPOT

Truly a remarkable site, you get an unparalleled view of the city. On the eighth floor of the Ocean building, the restaurant is on a terrace complete with a creative cocktail lounge, which is essentially the cherry on top.

www.encompaniadelobos.com
@bluespotbarcelona
Passeig de Joan de Borbó, 101

6. FEROZ

FEROZ is daring, decisive, simple, and complex at times. It is an attitude to life and to things, not to stay in the average but to put all our lives in this dream, the soul and strength in those challenges that arise, and with this vocation FEROZ was born. In this project, we join all these ingredients and add them to all our food and cocktails. Quiet by day, we roar at night.

www.ferozbcn.com
@ferozbcn
Carrer de Tusset, 27
08006 Barcelona
7. PATRÓN

A gastronomic space with three service areas, designed to satisfy the appetite of each diner. The sushi bar is the place to taste the best tapas, sushi and robata; The restaurant, with an extensive and varied menu offers private dining rooms; and the lounge. Cocktail bar offers the best cocktails in town accompanied by live music every night.

www.restaurant-patron.com
@patronbcn
Travessera de Gràcia, 44, 46
08021 Barcelona

8. IKIBANA SARRIÀ

In front of the Parc de la Ciutadella, under the arches of the Passeig de Picasso and with a privileged view of the old Market of the Borne we find Ikibana Borne.

With a long bar and a glassed-in dining room, IKIBANA is the perfect place for an informal or couple meal or for a cool dinner with our signature cocktails that will become an explosion on your palate. Welcome to our nipo-Brazilian fusion!

www.ikibana.com
@ikibanabcn
Carrer del Dr. Fleming, 11
08017 Barcelona
9. AJOBLANCO

When we opened Ajoblanco in 2014 we simply tried to open the kind of restaurant that we would like to live near to. We included our favourite tapas dishes perfect for sharing plus what we do best. To this we also added a beautiful, inviting space with great music and have put together an attentive team all dedicated to making our customers happy.

www.ajoblancorestaurant.com
@ajoblancobcn
Carrer de Tuset, 20
08006 Barcelona

10. CACHITOS

Cachitos Diagonal is a restaurant with traditional Spanish cuisine, with a tapas menu and lifelong dishes, and high quality produce. The wide range of fine dishes and tapas finds in the "sangrias" its great accessory: 55 different combinations in addition to its large cellar.

www.cachitosbcn.com
@cachitosrestaurants
Avinguda Diagonal, 508
08006 Barcelona
**13. IKIBANA PARAL-LEL**

Distributed on two floors, it is conceived as a winding landscape composed of several islands. Both the cocktail bars and the bars of our show cooking, remember to old barges where the bartenders and sushi masters, create a synergy with the customers.

www.ikibana.com  
@ikibanabcn  
Avinguda del Paral·lel, 148  
08015 Barcelona

---

**14. MAKAMAKA**

Makamaka is fueled by smiles, friendship & good vibes. We try to get people’s teeth out through every aspect of what we do, from the products we serve to our family that hosts our guests. We are burger & cocktail lovers who believe in the little details and that every smile helps make a happier planet. Enjoy the best time in Barcelona on our sunny terrace or inside the house beach style.

www.makamaka.es  
@makamakabcn  
Passeig de Joan de Borbó, 76  
08039 Barcelona
15. SALVAJE

Salvaje is where you will find a fusion of Mediterranean Japanese gastronomy while enjoying an equally exquisite architectural design and a relaxed atmosphere that lifts you as the night approaches.

The phenomenon that began in Panama City, has brought artists and celebrities from Hollywood and other corners of the world, to our doorstep, becoming an obligatory place to visit.

www.barcelona.salvaje.world  
@salvaje_barcelona  
Carrer d’Enric Granados, 86  
08008 Barcelona

16. PARKING PIZZA

Parking Pizza’s name doesn’t lie: Yes, this is a car park. Enter via an unmarked tunnel; apart from a giant pizza oven pumping doughy aromas from the back left corner, little’s changed from its former incarnation. This is the best pizza in the city; of the 13 choices, number 11 is the signature: a cheesy, tomato-free circle of gooey joy, with Fior di Latte mozzarella, fontina, parmesan, egg, and truffle. The starters are shareable tapas such as rosemary focaccia, oozing burrata, and a delectable trio of quinoa, avocado, and poached egg.

Pg. Sant Joan, 56  
T. 935 418 011
The Nevermind is a curious exercise in nostalgia. In this dark dive that honours Seattle rock and seems to consider Kurt Cobain as the Second Coming, you’ll find long-haired grunge fans, surfers, Alice in Chains blaring from the speakers, and strangely, piles of young people who were likely toddling around in nappies when Kurt Cobain was the star of the moment.

@nevermindbcn
Carrer dels Tallers
68,08001 Barcelona

2. BOLLOCKS

Alternative rock bar with excellent decor and cheap beer found in Barcelona’s Barri Gòtic neighbourhood. The background music takes you on a time trip back to when Guns ‘n’ Roses were the big thing. Now THAT’s rock ‘n’ roll. All the decoration is a lesson in DIY, but taken to extremes. And they always give you a free bowl of popcorn. All 21st-century metal bars should be like this one.

www.bollocksbar.com
@bollocksbar
Carrer Ample, 46, 08002 Barcelona
3. THE END

Located in one of the most exclusive nightlife areas of Barcelona, discover our recently renovated room that fuses designer furniture with gray and white colors. Hundreds of clients gather every weekend, wanting to enjoy one of the most beautiful places in the area.

www.theendmusicbar.com
@the_end_music_bar
Carrer de Santaló, 34
08021 Barcelona

4. 33/45

33/45 Bar & Gallery is a multi-space where you can have coffee while enjoying an exhibition, have a few drinks at any time of the day and even celebrate birthdays or a meeting point with friends, always accompanied by good music. It has two spaces and different environments decorated in the purest industrial style mixed with designer lamps and vintage furniture. You can not stop by and try its wonderful tapas, its flavored gin tonics and its incredible menu of cocktails and imported beers. 100% recommended.

www.3345.es
@3345bar
Carrer de Joaquín Costa, 4
08001 Barcelona

DEXALOT
5. CLUBHAUS

Clubhaus is a multi conceptual space with two restaurants, three bars, karaoke, gaming machines and a secret dance floor. We are an all-day hangout where co-creation happens, inspired by the people around us, fueled by the three things that keep us alive: food + art + play.

www.clubhaus.es
@iamclubhaus
Av. del M arquès de l’Argentera, 13
08003 Barcelona

6. MAMAINÉ

Welcome to Mamaine’s way of life. Simply the best Mojito made with love since 1986 in Barcelona in the marvelous BORNE town, just come & try one of our 30 natural & artisan flavors... & then, COME BACK AGAIN!

www.mamaine.es
@mamaine_mojitos
Carrer del Rec, 59
08003 Barcelona
7. JALEO

Jaleo Barcelona is a cosmopolitan, modern and versatile place. During the day it is a space full of natural light that enters through its spectacular windows. At night the premises are transformed into a space full of magic, light and shadow. The candlelight tints the dinners, accompanied by music, cocktails and an atmosphere that invites you to enjoy until dawn.

www.jaleobarcelona.com
@jaleorestaurant
Carrer de Tuset, 5, 11
08006 Barcelona

8. CANDY DARLING

You’ll want to head to Candy Darling to try what they call a ‘bikini darling’, with such delicious names as Pastrami Queer, Naturist, and Versatile. But it’s also a spot to relax in the sofa area and take in a performance, whether it’s a drag show, circus act or burlesque; or go to the Wild Room, a type of pocket disco that you’ve just got to check out for yourself.

www.candydarlingbcn.com
@candydarlingbar
Gran Via de les Corts Catalanes, 586
08011 Barcelona
9. ICEBAR

An intimate ice lounge decorated with sculptures entirely carved by hand by renowned international sculptors, where you can have a drink at temperatures that Barcelona is not used to. The room is completely covered with walls and ice furniture, adorned with amazing sculptures that recreate interesting themes.

www.icebarcelona.com
@ice.barcelona
Carrer de Ramon Trias Fargas, 2
08005 Barcelona

10. ECLIPSE

ECLIPSE is a space, on the exclusive 26th floor of the Hotel W Barcelona, where the music of our resident DJs, panoramic views, cocktail culture and Dim Sum cuisine, mix to create an extraordinary atmosphere, frequented by jet-setters and trend-setters in Barcelona.

www.eclipse-barcelona.com
@eclipsebarcelona
Moll Oriental
08039 Barcelona
11. ABAIXADORS

Can you imagine a same place that brings together the best music, a dance hall and an experiential cocktail bar? That place is in El Born. The space is conceived as the new meeting point, in the center of Barcelona, which offers a great diversity of entertainment and culture experiences. It connects the creative network of the city and gives voice to emerging talent. It offers a wide variety of proposals: the programming of Radio Primavera Sound live, a cocktail bar, and a cultural and musical agenda.

@abaixadors10
Carrer dels Abaixadors, 10
08003 Barcelona

12. MR ROBINSON

Behind the scenes you have different owners with different nationalities and different backgrounds. Each one adding their piece to the story. We want you to experience our feelings and trips through our interpretation of each recipe and decorations. An amazing experience in down town Barcelona where you will enjoy great street food, funky weekend brunch, cocktails made with love and unique atmosphere. Mr Robinson says: “Your adventure begins here”

www.mr-robinson.es
@mrrobinsonbarcelona
Pla de Palau, 16
08003 Barcelona
1. 360° BARCELO

360 is the terrace of the Hotel Barceló Raval. You will fall in love with Barcelona when you see it from this point of view. This is the terrace where you can contemplate wonderful sunsets from the four cardinal directions accompanied by a drink or a cocktail. The views are among the widest that can be enjoyed in Barcelona, so this is undoubtedly one of the best terraces with views of the city.

www.360hostel.com
@barcelohotelsresorts
Carrer de Bailén, 7
08010 Barcelona

2. PUROBEACH

Purobeach Barcelona offers you to take a rest from the hectic-rush of the city. Spend the day at the pool, relax with a treatment in the spa while listening to the best Puro Music from our resident DJs, or discover our cuisine concept with influences from Miami, Marrakech, and Melbourne.

It is an urban oasis of happiness and an authentic world of sensations. At night, our resident DJs offer a musical #puroexperience in a unique atmosphere.

www.purobeach.com
@purobeachbcn
Passeig del Taulat, 262-264
08019 Barcelona
3. SKY BAR

Many of Barcelona’s rooftops offer a rather restricted view of the city’s major sights. The terrace at the top of the Iberostar Selection Paseo de Gracia is a sure way to avoid disappointment: with its seemingly endless pool and impressive views of almost the whole city, it’s no surprise that this terrace doesn’t stay empty for long.

www.skybarbcn.com
@skybarbcn
Hotel IBEROSTAR, Plaça de Catalunya, 10
08002 Barcelona
1. PASSEIG DE GRÀCIA

Passeig de Gràcia was from the beginning designed to be Barcelona’s Grand Avenue. It is Barcelona’s most elegant avenue and one of the best architectural walks in the city. Aside from being one of the best places to see Catalan Modernist architecture, this avenue is one of the major streets for shopping in Barcelona. All national and international fashion houses have their boutique here.

2. PORTAL DE L’ÀNGEL

The Portal de l’Angel Avenue is one of the main shopping streets of Barcelona, where well-known brands in the textile industry are heavily concentrated. This street belongs to the Gothic Quarter of Barcelona and therefore to the Old Town district (Cuitat Vella). Curiously, comment that Portal de l’Angel is the street with the highest commercial income of Spain, due to its strategic location and the massive influx of visitors it receives regularly.
1. PARC GÜELL

Located in the city of Barcelona, the Park Guell is one of the most beautiful icons of the city. It's a work of Antoni Gaudi located in the upper part of Barcelona, which has wonderful views of the city. You can enjoy a fantastic green walk surrounded by modernist works.

2. CASA BATLLÓ

Casa Batlló is a famous building in the heart of Barcelona built between 1904 and 1906. It was commissioned by Josep Batlló, a Spanish entrepreneur, to Antoni Gaudi. Casa Batlló is one of the architect's masterpieces, along with the Sagrada Familia. As well as a magnificent example of Catalan Modernist architecture, it is considered worldwide as an artistic chef d’oeuvre.
3. SAGRADA FAMILIA

The Sagrada Familia (Basilica and Expiatory Church of the Holy Family) is the most iconic symbol of Barcelona and the most visited landmark in the whole of Spain. It is considered to be the best example of Modernist architecture designed by Antoni Gaudí and every day thousands of tourists explore this curious but unfinished temple.

4. PICASSO MUSEUM

The Picasso museum of Barcelona is one of the most popular tourist attractions in the city of Barcelona. The museum Picasso has three storeys and over 4,300 artworks by painter Pablo Picasso from the period 1890-1957.